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A B S T R A C T This paper describes an approach to study ductile/cleavage transition in ferritic steels

using the methodology of a cell model for ductile tearing incorporating weakest link
statistics. The model takes into account the constraint effects and puts no restriction
on the extent of plastic deformation or amount of ductile tearing preceding cleavage
failure. The parameters associated with the statistical model are calibrated using
experimental cleavage fracture toughness data, and the effect of threshold stress on
predicted cleavage fracture probability is investigated. The issue of two approaches to
compute Weibull stress, the ‘history approach’ and the ‘current approach’, is also
addressed. The numerical approach is finally applied to surface-cracked thick plates
subject to different histories of bending and tension, and a new parameter, y, is
introduced to predict the location of cleavage initiation.
Keywords ductile tearing, cleavage fracture, constraint effects, cell model, weakest link
statistics, finite elements.

INTRODUCTION

The competition between cleavage fracture and ductile
tearing determines the macroscopic fracture toughness
of ferritic steels in the ductile/brittle transition regime.
Ductile crack growth can occur under increasing load
and the structure can withstand a significant amount of
ductile tearing without substantial loss of load-bearing
capacity. Cleavage fracture, on the other hand, leads to
catastrophic failure of structure components, and the
onset of cleavage is then the critical mechanism limiting
the load-bearing capacity of the structure. Moreover, it
has been noticed that stable ductile crack growth may
eventually give way to cleavage fracture.
A typical steel contains inclusions on two different
size scales. The large inclusions, e.g. manganese sulphide,
range in size from 1 to 5 microns and have mean spacings
of the order of 100 microns. A second and larger
population of submicron-sized inclusions, e.g. carbides,
are found within grains and at grain boundaries. Voids
nucleate from large inclusions at relatively low stress
levels. Under increasing strain the voids grow and
coalesce forming new crack surfaces, thereby advancing
the crack by the ductile tearing mechanism.
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The cell model for non-linear fracture, originally
proposed by Xia and Shih,1–3 together with the two-step
model-calibration scheme (micromechanics calibration
and fracture process calibration) proposed by Faleskog
et al.4 and Gao et al.,5 has been successfully applied to
predict details of the load, displacement and ductile
crack growth in fracture specimen geometries known to
give rise to significantly different crack tip constraints
and crack growth resistance behaviours, including surface
flaws in thick plates subjected to different states of
bending and tension.5–8 The key feature of this model
is modelling the material in front of the crack as a layer
of similarly sized void-containing cubic cells. Each cell
is a three-dimensional material element which is initially
a cube with dimension D comparable to the spacing
between the large inclusions. Each cube contains a
centred spherical void of initial volume fraction f0 . For
the most part, the Gurson–Tvergaard relation can be
used to describe the stress–strain behaviour of a single
void-containing cell element.9–11 As the cell is strained,
the void in the cell grows. Eventually the strain-hardening of the matrix is insufficient to compensate for the
reduction in the cell ligament area caused by void
growth. Under these conditions, the cell begins to lose
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stress-carrying capacity. Shortly after, microvoids
nucleate from secondary inclusions bringing about the
final coalescence phase that allows the crack to advance
across that cell.
The process of transgranular cleavage fracture has
been attributed primarily to slip-induced cracking of
carbide particles, generally located on grain boundaries,
followed by unstable propagation of the resultant cracks
into the surrounding ferrite matrix.12 Carbide particles
which are ‘eligible’ for cleavage initiation are those:
(i) under sufficient tensile stress; (ii) with orientations
favorable for nucleating a crack; and (iii) producing high
enough energy release rate.14 Therefore, the initiation
of cleavage fracture depends on the probability of finding
the ‘eligible’ particles within the stressed volume. It has
been noticed that crack growth by ductile tearing causes
a significant increase in constraint ahead of the crack,
elevating the stress level and increasing the size of the
high stress zone, therefore increasing the probability of
cleavage fracture.3,15 Within the ductile/brittle transition
regime, it is often observed that a crack initiates and
grows by ductile tearing, but final failure occurs by
catastrophic cleavage fracture.16
Curry and Knott17 have shown that carbide-induced
cleavage fracture in ferritic steels is of a statistical nature.
Treatment of the initiation of unstable cleavage fracture
by way of extreme value statistics has been discussed by
Beremin,18 Mudry,19 Wang,13 Bakker and Koers,20 and
Wallin21 among others. In these studies a weakest link
mechanism was assumed for cleavage fracture and cleavage probability was described by a Weibull distribution.
More recently, Koers et al.,22 Xia and Shih,3 and Ruggieri
and Dodds15 extended this approach to account for
ductile crack growth prior to cleavage fracture. Weibull
stress sw was adopted as the local parameter to describe
crack-tip conditions, and cumulative probability of
unstable cleavage fracture was then phrased in terms of
a critical value of sw which may be attained prior or
following some amount of stable ductile crack extension.
These studies captured the strong effects of ductile
tearing and constraint variation on macroscopic cleavage
fracture toughness.
In this paper, following the approach taken by Xia
and Shih,3 we apply the methodology of the cell model
incorporating weakest link statistics to study ductile/
cleavage transition in fracture specimens of a low1
strength, high-hardening pressure vessel steel (24 Cr
1 Mo). The model-specific cell parameters (micromechanics parameters q1 , q2 and fE , and fracture process
parameters D and f0 ) have been calibrated and verified
in Ref. [5]. The parameters associated with Weibull
distribution, the shape factor m and the scaling stress
su , are calibrated using the experimental data of
Wallin.21 The effect of threshold stress on the prediction

of cleavage probability is discussed, and the difference
of using the ‘history approach’ and the ‘current approach’
in Weibull stress calculation is also examined. Finally,
the model is applied to predict ductile/cleavage transition
in surface-cracked thick plates subject to different combinations of bending and tension. It captures the strong
effect of constraint on cleavage probability. A new parameter y, defined as (sw /su )m per unit length along the
crack front, is introduced, which reaches a maximum at
the location where cleavage initiation is most likely to
take place.
CELL MODEL FOR DUCTILE TEARING

At the microscale level, ductile extension of a preexisting macrocrack in common structure and pressure
vessel steels proceeds in a multistep mode of material
failure which reflects several interacting, simultaneous
mechanisms:23 (i) nucleation of microvoids by fracture/
decohesion of larger inclusions; (ii) subsequent growth
of the larger microvoids; (iii) localization of plastic flow
between the enlarged voids; and (iv) final tearing of
ligaments between the enlarged voids, assisted by the
rapid nucleation, growth and coalescence of secondary
microvoids, to create new surfaces of the macrocrack.
Micrographs show these processes of void growth and
coalescence are confined to a narrow zone ahead of the
crack front having a thickness of no more than a few
hundred microns.
The above failure mechanism suggests the use of an
aggregate of similarly sized cells which forms the material
layer of thickness D to model the ductile failure process.
In many materials, void nucleation from large inclusions
often occurs at relatively low stress, well below the peak
macroscopic stress that develops ahead of the crack front.
For the purpose of analysis, the voids can be assumed to
be present in the material layer at the very outset, thus
this material layer has an initial void volume fraction
f0 .1–3 The cell size, D, provides an explicit material
length scale for the computational model which can be
extracted from crack growth data.
For the most part, the Gurson–Tvergaard (GT)
relation9–11 is used to describe the growth of a single
void in a cell and the associated macroscopic softening.
At the heart of the GT model is the yield condition
W=

A

B

s2e
3sm
+2q1 f cosh q2
−1−q21 f 2 =0
s: 2
2s:

(1)

Here, f is the current void volume fraction, s: is the
current matrix flow strength, se is the macroscopic
effective Mises stress, sm is the macroscopic mean stress,
and q1 and q2 are adjustment parameters to improve the
model predictions. The most widely used form, which
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applies to strain-hardening material under the assumption of isotropic hardening, is adopted here.
The void in a cell grows under increasing strain.
Eventually, the strain-hardening of the matrix is insufficient to compensate for the reduction in the cell
ligament area caused by void growth with the result that
the cell begins to lose stress-carrying capacity. At some
void volume fraction, the cell no longer supports any
traction across the plane of the crack and the crack
advances across that cell. The GT model does not supply
the traction relation during the final phase prior to
material separation. Therefore, it is necessary to introduce a criterion for final cell rupture and a tractionseparation relationship for that event. In studies to date,
the GT relation is used until the value of f reaches fE ,
at which point all tractions carried by the cell element
are eliminated with the aid of a linear force reduction
versus cell elongation relationship.
The cell model has to be calibrated specifically for the
material before it can be used to predict the fracture
behaviour of a structural component. q1 and q2 in GT
flow potential can be calibrated by studying the holegrowth mechanism taking into account matrix strainhardening and strength. fE and cell extinction scheme
can be decided from the study of coalescence mechanism.
D and f0 can be calibrated using fracture test data. See
Refs [4,5] for details of cell model calibration.
STATISTICAL MODEL FOR CLEAVAGE
FRACTURE

Cleavage fracture is assumed following a weakest link
mechanism. I.e. at some point during the loading, a
microcrack nucleates at a critical second phase
inclusion and this event is sufficient to precipitate
catastrophic cleavage fracture. Only particles within
the plastic zone are considered to be able to cause
cleavage initiation as cleavage fracture is always preceded by some amount of plastic deformation. Both
two-parameter and three-parameter Weibull models
have been employed to describe the cleavage probability.2,13,15,17–22 In the two-parameter Weibull model,
it is assumed that cleavage fracture may occur by the
onset of plastic deformation, while in the threeparameter Weibull model a threshold stress is assumed
below which cleavage fracture can not be triggered. If
the occurrence of plasticity is taken as the lower
bound, it would mean that for a temperature far above
the brittle to ductile transition regime there is still a
probability for cleavage. The three-parameter Weibull
model, on the other hand, avoids this unrealistic
outcome because a sufficiently high threshold will not
allow cleavage fracture at higher temperature.22
However, there are still debates on using the two-
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parameter or three-parameter model, and the determination of a physically meaningful value for threshold
stress still remains an open issue.
The expression for the cumulative probability of failure by cleavage, Pf , suited for finite element analysis is

C A BD

Pf =1−exp −

sw
su

m

(2)

with the Weibull stress defined by
sw =

C

where

n

∑ (si1 −sth )m
i=1

si1 sth

Vi
V0

and

D

1/m

for Vi

(3)

e: >0

Here m is a shape factor, sth is a threshold stress
(sth =0 leads to the formulation of the two-parameter
Weibull stress), su is a scaling stress (63.2% Weibull
stress value) and V0 is a reference unit volume. Vi is
the volume of the ith element and si1 is the maximum
principal stress in Vi ; n is the total number of material
elements meeting the threshold stress and non-zero
plastic strain condition stated in equation (3). In this
study, s1 in equation (3) is taken as the maximum
stress that the material point has experienced during
the entire loading history in order to assure that
cleavage probability increases with increased loading,
following the arguments by Bakker and Koers.20 We
also computed Weibull stress using the current maximum principal stress, and examined the difference of
these two approaches in Section 4.3.
Note from equations (2) and (3) that su and m can be
combined into a single parameter, sm
u V0 , which should
be regarded as a material constant. Therefore, the same
value of V0 , although it can be an arbitrary constant,
must be used in calibrating Weibull parameters, m and
su , and computing Weibull stress for different specimens. In this paper, V0 is fixed at V0 =D 3 for all cases.
Parameters m and su may or may not depend on
temperature but are considered invariant of crack
geometry and loading history.
The Weibull stress incorporates the combined effect
of sampling volume and loading intensity. It can be seen
from equation (2) that the relation between sw and
cumulative probability for cleavage fracture Pf depends
on a material scaling parameter su and a microstructure
parameter m which is associated with the size distribution
of carbide particles. For a given material Pf depends on
sw alone, and the effects of geometry, applied load and
ductile crack growth history enter into cleavage prediction through sw only. Incorporating the above statistic
model with the cell model for ductile tearing, the
computational approach is not restricted by the extent
of plastic deformation or amount of ductile tearing
preceding cleavage failure.
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MODEL CALIBRATION

Material
The material dealt with in this study is a low-strength,
1
high-hardening pressure vessel steel (24 Cr 1 Mo) taken
from a decommissioned chemical reactor. All the experiments were performed at room temperature, which falls
in the middle of the brittle to ductile transition interval
suggested by the Charpy-V impact test.24 Young’s modulus of the material E=206 GPa, and Poisson’s ratio n=
0.3. The 0.2% offset yield strength at room temperature
sys =260 MPa and ultimate strength suts =530 MPa.
The strain-hardening characteristics of this material at
room temperature closely follow those of a simple powerlaw model with the true stress–strain relation:
e=

s
E

s<s0

AB

s0 s
e=
E s0

(4)

1/N

ss0

Here s0 is the tensile yield stress and N is the strain
hardening exponent. The choice of N=0.2 and s0 =
210 MPa yields very good fit to the measured uniaxial
tensile response (corrected for necking according to the
Bridgeman type of procedure).

specimens failed by cleavage fracture following some
amount of ductile tearing, while seven of them did not
cleave after 3.5~5.5 mm of ductile crack extension
before the test was terminated. Because crack growth in
side-grooved specimens is almost uniform through the
whole thickness, the plane strain model is employed to
simulate Wallin’s experiment, which overcomes the difficulties introduced by side-grooves to the finite element
modelling.
Because of symmetry, only half of the specimen needs
to be modelled. Figure 1(a) displays the finite element
mesh. A zone of highly refined rectilinear mesh stretches
out on the ligament ahead of the crack tip where the
crack growth will occur [Fig. 1(b)]. A row of uniformly
sized void-containing cell elements with the dimension
of D/2×D/2 is embedded in the highly refined mesh
directly ahead of the initial crack. The body outside the
row of cell elements is represented by regular elements.
There are 700 elements in the mesh including 56 cell
elements.
Figure 2(a) compares the model-predicted fracture
resistance curve with the experimental data. The solid
line represents the results of our numerical model and
the filled circles denote test data from Ref. [21], in which
the J-integral values were evaluated at cleavage initiation
or test termination, and the amount of ductile crack
growth was measured by scanning electron microscopy. The agreement between model prediction and

Parameters for cell model
The micromechanics calibration for the material in this
study has been carried out by Faleskog et al.4 and Gao
et al.,5 which suggests the hole-growth parameters to be
q1 =2 and q2 =0.77. The critical porosity fE =0.2 and
a linear force reduction versus cell elongation relationship for cell extinction were proved to be appropriate.5
The fracture process calibration has been performed
using experimental data from single-edge-notch specimens loaded in three-point bending. The CTOD at
ductile fracture initiation was measured to be about 300
microns (cf. Faleskog) 25—this value was assigned to D.
The calibration using a plane strain model and test data
from a side-grooved specimen suggested f0 =0.0045,
and the calibration using a full three-dimensional model
and test data from a plane-sided specimen suggested a
slightly smaller value f0 =0.0035. A detailed discussion of
the above fracture process calibration and verification is
given by Gao et al.5
Wallin21 reported an extensive set of test data of this
material consisting of 105 25-mm-thick CT specimens
with side grooves of 20% thickness (10% on each side).
The initial crack length to specimen width ratio, a/W, is
0.6, and the specimen width W =50 mm. The experiment was performed at room temperature. Most of the

Fig. 1 Finite element model of a 1T CT specimen (a/W =0.6) for
plane strain analysis. (a) Half of the specimen. (b) Region near the
initial crack tip including cell elements with the dimension of
D/2×D/2.

© 1999 Blackwell Science Ltd. Fatigue Fract Engng Mater Struct 22, 239–250
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Fig. 2 (a) Comparison of the predicted crack growth resistance
curve from the plane strain model with the experimental data for
the CT specimen (a/W =0.6, side-grooves of 20% thickness). The
symbols represent Wallin’s experimental data and the solid line
represents the numerical result. (b) The distribution of s1 ahead of
the crack in the CT specimen at J=500 kJ/m2.

experimental data is very good, which verifies the parameters used in our numerical model.
Parameters for Weibull distribution
From equation (2) it is known that log{log[1/(1−Pf )]}
is a linear function of log sw with the slope equal to m.
Therefore, the Weibull parameters can be determined
by the following iterative process for a preassumed value
of threshold stress sth . Assume a trial value for m and
compute the Weibull stress at the experimentally
observed fracture points from equation (3). Using the

© 1999 Blackwell Science Ltd. Fatigue Fract Engng Mater Struct 22, 239–250
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least square method (or other methods) to get a linear
regression of log{log[1/(1−Pf )]} versus log sw , with Pf
values at cleavage fracture points taken equal to the rank
probability of the cleavage fracture points within the
series, Prank =(i−0.5)/n, where i denotes the rank
number and n denotes the total number of tests. The
linear regression results in a slope m* and a value for
su . If m*≠m, set m=m* and repeat the above process
until m* and m are equal.
Applying the above procedure to Wallin’s experiments,
we have calibrated Weibull parameters for different
values of threshold stress. In our numerical calculations,
the net thickness of the specimen, 0.8B=20 mm, has
been used in computing Weibull stress, i.e. Vi in equation (3) is equal to Ai ×0.8B, where Ai is area of the ith
element in the plane strain model. For sth =0, 2s0 and
4s0 , the calibrated sets of (m, su ) are (11.08, 11.86s0 ),
(6.50, 12.88s0 ) and (1.95, 109.24s0 ). The value of sth
should be chosen such that the cleavage process zone
(s1 sth and e: >0) is large enough to contain a sufficiently large number of grains. Figure 2(b) shows the
distribution of s1 ahead of the crack at J=500 kJ/m2,
where the peak value of s1 reaches about 6.4s0 . For
sth =4s0 , the length of the cleavage process zone
l#11D, which is 80 times the grain size (grain size of
this material is about 40 mm).25 The physical length scale
is also apparent in fig. 26 of Ref. [25] where iso contours
of maximum principal stress are drawn on a micrograph
pertaining to the load level at which cleavage failure
occurred.
Figure 3(a) displays the variation of m with sth . As
can be seen, a larger sth leads to a smaller m. Also note
that m decreases virtually linearly with the increase of
sth . Figure 3(b) shows that the calibrated scaling stress,
su , increases as a larger value of sth is assumed. The
increase of su is more pronounced for sth >3s0 .
Because there is not a trivial way to determine sth , it
is worthwhile to check the sensitivity of the prediction
of cleavage probability to the choice of sth . Figure 4(a)
compares the predicted cleavage probabilities for three
values of sth : sth =0, which leads to a two-parameter
Weibull model, sth =2s0 and sth =4s0 .These three
curves almost coincide and the effect of sth is negligible.
The symbols in Fig. 4(a) indicate the rank probabilities
and the Jc values at failure. The calibrated statistical
model, regardless of the assumed sth value, fits the
experimental data very well.
To further investigate the effect of sth on cleavage
prediction, we consider a side-grooved (20% thickness)
1T-SE(B) specimen with a/W =0.1 and W =50 mm,
which has a much lower level of crack tip constraint
than the deep-cracked CT specimen (a/W =0.6).
Figure 4(b) shows the comparison of the predicted cleavage probabilities for three values of sth : 0, 2s0 and 4s0 .
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Fig. 3 Calibrated Weibull parameters as functions of threshold
stress. (a) m versus sth , (b) su versus sth .

Again, the effect is negligible. I.e. although the subject
of using the two-parameter Weibull model or threeparameter Weibull model and finding the realistic value
for threshold stress merits further work, the issue is not
critical for the material in this study.
Figure 5 compares the evolution of cumulative cleavage probability with the increase of loading (J), and
amount of ductile crack growth for the higher constraint,
deep-cracked CT specimen and the lower constraint,
shallow-cracked SE(B) specimen. The results are based
on the threshold stress sth =4s0 . It is clear that the
lower constraint specimen has a much higher fracture
toughness and can withstand a greater amount of ductile
tearing at a certain cumulative cleavage probability. For

Fig. 4 Effect of sth on cleavage prediction. The solid line
represents the result of sth =0, the dashed line represents the
results of sth =2s0 and the dash–dotted line represents the results
of sth =4s0 . (a) CT, a/W =0.6, where the open circles indicate the
measured cleavage fracture toughness and the rank probabilities.
(b) SE(B), a/W =0.1.

Pf =0.5, the fracture toughness Jc is 378 kJ/m2 for CT
specimen and 945 kJ/m2 for SE(B) specimen; the amount
of ductile tearing prior to cleavage is 0.4 mm for CT
specimen and 1.4 mm for SE(B) specimen. This figure
demonstrates clearly the effect of constraint on the
probability of cleavage fracture.
Another issue of the statistical model is whether the
current value of maximum principal stress (hereafter
referred to as ‘current approach’) or the maximum
principal stress the material point experienced during
the loading history (hereafter referred to as ‘history

© 1999 Blackwell Science Ltd. Fatigue Fract Engng Mater Struct 22, 239–250
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Fig. 5 Comparison of the evolution of cumulative cleavage
probability with the increase of J and amount of ductile crack
growth for the deep-cracked CT specimen and the shallow-cracked
SE(B) specimen. (a) Pf versus J, (b) Pf versus Da.

Fig. 6 Comparison of predicted cleavage probability using ‘history
approach’ (solid line) and ‘current approach’ (dashed line). (a) CT,
a/W =0.6, where the open circles indicate the measured cleavage
fracture toughness and the rank probabilities. (b) SE(B), a/W =0.1.

approach’) should be used in the Weibull stress calculation. In the above calculations, the ‘history approach’
was employed, and it should be pointed out that only
this approach is strictly consistent with weakest link
modelling. Figure 6(a) compares the predicted cleavage
probabilities using both approaches. For sth =4s0 and
using m=1.94 and su =109.24s0 , the difference
between predictions from these two approaches remains
small until J reaches 550 kJ/m2. For J>550 kJ/m2, the
‘history approach’ predicts a continuous increase of
cleavage probability as load increases, whereas the ‘current approach’ saturates at a constant level of failure
probability less than unity. If we use the ‘current
approach’ and repeat the above iterative process to

determine Weibull parameters, it turns out that for sth =
4s0 , the calibrated Weibull parameters are m=2.85 and
su =24.25s0 . The calculated cleavage probability using
these values is also presented in Fig. 6(a). Again, the
cleavage probability saturates at a constant level of failure
probability less than unity as J>550 kJ/m2. It seems
that the ‘history approach’ gives a better fit of the
experimental data indicated by open circles. Figure 6(b)
compares the results from these two approaches for
the shallow-cracked SE(B) specimen. The difference
between the two curves is negligible for J<1000 kJ/m2.
As the applied load continuously increases, the ‘history
approach’ predicts a higher cleavage probability than the
‘current approach’ does.

© 1999 Blackwell Science Ltd. Fatigue Fract Engng Mater Struct 22, 239–250
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Table 1 Geometrical data for SCT test specimens

APPLICATION TO SURFACE-CRACKED PLATES

Specimen geometry and FEM modelling
Faleskog and co-workers24,25 conducted a series of tests
on surface-cracked thick plates subject to different histories of bending and tension at room temperature. A small
amount of ductile crack growth was observed before the
specimens were finally fractured by cleavage. For some
specimens, crack closure occurred during the tests and
those specimens are not analysed here.
Figure 7(a) illustrates the geometry and loading
scheme for the tested surface-cracked plate specimens
(SCT). The specimen is a slightly curved plate with
thickness t2 , overall length 2L and width 2H. The initial
semi-elliptical crack in the centre of the plate has a
surface length of 2c and maximum depth of a. Fatigue
sharpening of a machined slit formed the crack. The
longitudinal mid-planes of the cracked and uncracked
sections have an initial offset, distance e, to induce a
secondary bending moment during the loading which
opens the crack. The specimen ends are welded to thick,
circular plates at a small slant angle, h0 , with respect to
the plane of the plates. These in turn are mounted by
screws along their periphery to the servo-hydraulic testing machine (an additional bending moment results from
the slant angle h0 ). By varying the offset e and angle h0 ,
the test procedure generates different M–N loading
histories, where N denotes the membrane load and M
the bending moment acting on the crack plane.
Two SCT specimens (SCT-4, 6) were loaded in combined bending and tension as described above, where
specimen SCT-6 was subjected to the highest bending
load. Specimen SCT-2 was subjected to pure tension
and specimen SCT-1 was loaded in three-point-bending.
Table 1 summarizes the various dimensions for these

Specimen
no.

L

H

t1

t2

c

a

e

h0

SCT-1
SCT-2
SCT-4
SCT-6

240
265
320
319

155
153
156
155

50
50
50
50

50
67
70
70

49.2
46.35
44.92
50.05

23.9
22.1
20.24
22.3

0.0
0.0
2.5
30

0.0
0.0
0.00625
0.0135

h0 is in radian and all other dimensions are in mm.

specimens, and Fig. 7(b) illustrates the M–N loading
histories for these specimens.
Figure 8 shows a typical finite element mesh for a
SCT specimen. Symmetry of the geometry and loading
permits modelling of only one-quarter of the specimen.
The mesh employs a hyperbolic mapping of the nodal
coordinates yielding the crack plane mesh shown in
Fig. 8(c). The total thickness of the cell layer in the
crack opening direction represents the essential dimension within the computational cell methodology, therefore the cell dimensions in planes perpendicular to the
initial crack front are fixed at D/2×D/2. Mesh refinement along the crack front direction needs only to
capture the gradients of the fields. Twenty-eight (28)
cell elements are defined along the half-crack front,
where the dimension of the element along the crack
front direction is D for elements close to the free surface
and gradually increased to 8D for elements close to the
symmetry plane of the crack front. Forty cell elements
were used in the direction of crack extension so that a
total of 1120 cell elements were utilized in the model.
The total number of three-dimensional elements (eight
nodes each) is 13 435 for SCT-1, 13 793 for SCT-2, and
13 600 for SCT-4 and SCT-6.
Symmetry boundary conditions are imposed over the

Fig. 7 (a) The geometry of a SCT
specimen subject to combined tension
and bending. (b) The M–N diagram taken
from Faleskog25 showing the loading
histories of specimens SCT-1,2,4,6. N is
the membrane force and M is the bending
moment on the cracked section.
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Fig. 8 Computational model of a slightly curved thick plate
containing a part-through semi-elliptical crack displaying cell
elements. (a) finite element mesh of a quarter of the plate.
(b) Close-up of the YZ-plane of symmetry. (c) Close-up of the XZplane of the crack.

X=0 plane and Y =0 plane indicated in Fig. 8(a).
Models for specimens SCT-2, 4 and 6 are loaded by
imposing displacements over the remote end according
to
u=w=0
v=d−(Z−t2 /2) tan h0 ≈d−(Z−t2 /2)h0

(5)

where X–Y–Z denotes the global coordinate system as
shown in Fig. 8(a). These conditions model closely the
clamped and rigidly moving boundary plane imposed in
the experimental apparatus.
Specimen SCT-1 is loaded in three-point bending
with a span of 450 mm between support rollers. Loading
of the model takes place by imposing w=0 on nodes
along the line Z=0, Y =225 mm and imposing Dw<0
displacement increments on top surface nodes along Z=
50 mm, Y <2 mm.
Prediction of cleavage fracture
In this section, we employ the ‘history approach’ and
apply the calibrated Weibull parameters to predict cleavage fracture in the surface-cracked specimens. As we
mentioned in Section 4.2, the initial porosity ( f0 ) for
the three-dimensional model is 0.0035, which is slightly
smaller than the value for the plane strain model ( f0 =
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0.0045). See Gao et al.5 for a discussion of the difference
in f0 for the three-dimensional model and the plane
strain model. Previous studies3,15 suggest that ductile
tearing elevates the stress triaxiality ahead of the crack
tip, and thus increases the maximum principal stress and
size of the high-stress zone. Our numerical calculations
support this result, showing that a larger value of f0 ,
which results in a greater amount of ductile tearing at a
certain level of J, leads to a higher failure probability by
cleavage fracture at the loading stage when ductile
tearing starts playing a role. However, our numerical
results also show that the effect of the small difference
of the two f0 values used in this study on predictions of
cleavage probability is insignificant for all crack geometries considered.
Figure 9 compares the predicted load–displacement
responses with the experimental records for specimens
SCT-1 [Fig. 9(a)] and SCT-4 [Fig. 9(b)]. For SCT-1,
DLLD represents the load-line displacement. For SCT-4,
the axial displacements (v) are measured at two locations
( p and q) remote from the crack plane on the symmetry
plane of the specimen (X=0) at Y =190 mm. The
plotted values of these displacements, dp and dq , represent
the total elongation measured over a 380 mm gauge in
the Y-direction (using the mirror image points for p and
q at Y =−190 mm). The numerical model accurately
captures the load–deformation history of both specimens.
Similar comparisons were obtained for SCT-2 and
SCT-6.
The solid curves in Fig. 10(a,b) display the predicted
cleavage probability versus crack mouth opening displacement (CMOD) using the calibrated Weibull parameters from Section 4.3; (a) sth =0, m=11.08, su =
11.86s0 and (b) sth =4, m=1.95, su =109.24s0 .
CMOD is used as a measurement of global loading for
the different specimens and it is computed as the displacement between two points on the mid-plane of the
surface crack each symmetrically located a distance
2.4 mm from the crack plane. The symbols in the figures
pertain to the experimentally measured CMOD where
cleavage fracture actually occurred in the tests. All
fracture points lie within a probability band of
0.3∏Pf ∏0.7. Furthermore, specimens which were subjected to a higher degree of bending load (SCT-1,6)
exhibit a more rapid development of cleavage failure
probability with respect to CMOD than the more tension
dominated tests (SCT-2,4), which reflects the influence
of differences in constraint. Also, note that specimen
SCT-4 experienced a greater bending load than specimen SCT-2, but SCT-2 has a slightly longer crack front,
and as a result of both constraint and volume sampling
effects, these two specimens show very close development of cumulative cleavage probabilities.
Note from equation (2) that the cleavage probability
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Here the half crack front in Fig. 8 is divided into 14
segments, and the elements close to the crack plane are
arranged in 14 layers. lk is the length of the kth segment,
nk is the total number of elements in the kth layer and
Vi is the volume of the ith element in layer k.
Figure 10(c) and (d) displays the variation of y along
the crack front, s, at the load level when cleavage fracture
took place. Here, s is a normalized crack front coordinate,
which is equal to zero at the deepest point of the initial
crack front and equal to one at the free surface. The
symbols in the plots indicate the actual cleavage initiation
spots observed on the fracture surfaces. For specimens
SCT-1, SCT-2 and SCT-4, the cleavage initiation spots
very much coincide with the locations where y reaches
its maximum. This is most clearly seen for SCT-1. The
cleavage initiation spot of SCT-6 is very close to the
location of maximum y. Faleskog25 performed analysis
using the toughness scaling model by Anderson and
Dodds,26 and obtained the same predictions of cleavage
initiation location as the results presented in Fig. 10(c)
and (d).
CONCLUDING REMARKS

Fig. 9 Comparison of experimentally measured load versus
displacement records with model predictions. (a) Specimen SCT-1
loaded in three-point bending, P and DLLD are load and load-line
displacement, respectively. (b) Specimen SCT-4 loaded in
combined tension and bending, N is applied tensile force, and p and
q refer to the positions where displacement data (d) are measured.

is determined by the quantity (sw /su )m. In general, the
contribution to this quantity is not uniformly distributed
along the crack front direction. A new parameter y,
which is defined as (sw /su )m per unit length in the
tangential direction of the crack front, measures this
distribution, and the location where y is maximum
indicates the most risky spot to find an ‘eligible’ particle
to initiate cleavage fracture.
nk

yk = ∑
i=1

where

A

B

si1 −sth
su

si1 sth

m

Vi
for Vi
lk V0

and

e: >0

(6)

In this study, we incorporate the cell model for ductile
tearing with the weakest link statistics for cleavage
fracture to analyse ductile/cleavage transition in a ferritic
steel. The model takes into account the constraint effects,
and puts no restriction on the extent of plastic deformation or amount of ductile tearing preceding cleavage
failure. It is important to note that in this numerical
approach all the statistical analysis can be performed as
a post-processing step of the analysis. Therefore, the
crucial part is accurately modelling ductile tearing and
its effects on the stress and deformation fields. The cell
model with a two-step model-calibration scheme (micromechanics calibration and fracture process calibration)
has shown lots of success in different crack geometries
and loading conditions for a wide range of structure
steels.5–8
The statistical model is calibrated using experimental
data containing a sufficiently large number of tests such
that the model captures the scatter of cleavage fracture
toughness. It is found that an increase in threshold stress
(sth ) results in a decrease in the calibrated Weibull shape
factor (m) and an increase in the calibrated scaling stress
(su ). Further study is needed to investigate the physical
meaning of the threshold stress and determine its magnitude. However, our results show that the effect of
threshold stress on prediction of cleavage fracture is
insignificant for the material considered in this paper.
The issue of two approaches to compute Weibull stress,
the ‘history approach’ and the ‘current approach’, is also
addressed in this paper.
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Fig. 10 (a), (b) Predicted cleavage probabilities for four SCT specimens. The symbols indicate values at which cleavage fracture actually
occurred. (c), (d) Distribution of y along the crack front direction. s is the normalized distance along the initial crack front, which equals
zero at the deepest point and one at the free surface. For (a) and (c), sth =0; for (b) and (d), sth =4s0 .

The numerical model is finally applied to surfacecracked thick plates subject to different histories of
bending and tension. The model accurately reproduced
the load–displacement records and captured the constraint effect on cleavage failure probability. The SCT
specimens subjected to a more pronounced bending load
are exposed to a higher risk to fracture by cleavage at a
given CMOD. A parameter y is defined as the distribution of (sw /su )m along the crack front direction, and
close agreement is revealed between the location of the
cleavage initiation site on the crack front and the location
where y reaches a maximum.
In this study, the experimental data used to calibrate
the statistical model were obtained from a side-grooved
specimen. However, side-grooves introduce several difficulties in the modelling. For example, side-groove
effects on fracture process have not been extensively
studied, and modelling side-grooves to adequately capture the highly local, non-uniform field requires lots of
additional efforts. Due to these difficulties, the parameters in the Weibull model are calibrated using the plane
strain model in this paper. The full three-dimensional
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this specimen type needs further
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